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OVERVIEW

WHAT DID HE SAY?

It was supposed to be a training exercise to turn your
two forces into an effective unit. That was, until the
situation at the front changed and you were rushed
forward. You have no idea what it is they are saying,
but you’ll be damned if you will let your regiment look
like cowards.

They say they are your allies, but you will be damned if
you can understand what they are saying. When a unit
needs to take a LD test, check and see who the closest
army general is. If it is your allied general that is
closest to the unit, then the unit is -1 LD. This is
negated if there is a non-general character in the unit.

BATTLEFIELD

WHO GOES FIRST

Lay out the terrain in any mutually agreeable manner.

Each alliance rolls a d6, the alliance who finished
placing all their units first (excluding scouts) gets a +1.
The alliance with the higher score may choose whether
to go first or not.

DEPLOYMENT
Deployment Zones are as pitched battle.
All players roll a d6. The alliance with the higher
combined result may select in which Deployment Zone
they wish to deploy in. The other team decides who
deploys first or second.
During the deployment process, each player of an
Alliance is required to place a unit during their team’s
deployment step. Units must be placed within 8 inches
of a unit from the other team in your alliance.

GAME LENGTH
Game will last 6 turns or until time is called.

VICTORY CONDITIONS
Victory Points. A Draw will occur if the difference in
VP’s is 250 points or less.
Battle Points are as follows:

War machines are placed at the same time, but do not
have to be deployed together.

Loss 10 points
Draw 15 points
Victory 25 points

Characters are placed at the same time after all other
units but do not have to be deployed together and can
be placed in units.

Battle Point Modifiers:

One unit of scouts from each team can deploy as normal scouts. All other scouting units must deploy using
the initial deployment rules.

+1 If you control a terrain feature
+1 If one enemy’s quadrant is controlled
+1 If both enemy’s quadrants are controlled
+2 If all enemy characters are dead
-1 If no quadrant is contested or controlled
-1 If no enemy unit has been reduced to less than half strength

Deployment Zone

Deployment Zone
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